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Weekly Ag Markets Update: 11/06/2016 

By Jack Scoville 
 

Wheat:  US markets were a little higher in line with price strength in world markets.  However, 
Minneapolis closed lower on weather concerns in Canada.  Egypt devalued its currency late last week 
and the value dropped in half almost immediately.  There was talk in the market that Egypt might be 
forced to buy less due to the de facto increase in prices in local terms, but the world market really did 
not react to the news.  World prices held, so the news had little effect on the world market.  US 
planting conditions are a mixed bag even with the current high crop condition ratings.  It has been dry 
from West Texas north to Kansas, and the dry conditions did cause condition ratings to drop slightly 
last week.  Showers finally arrived in Texas over the weekend and could continue this week.  Areas 
farther to the north remain on the dry side.  Growing areas in the Delta and Southeast are also too dry, 
and there is no real significant relief in sight.  This is especially true for parts of the Southeast.  A 
severe drought is developing in Georgia and to the west in the region.  It has been very warm in the 
Southeast as well.  Harvest conditions in Canada are improving.  Forecasts call for drier weather after 
an extended period of rain and snow.  Hopes are that the fields will dry down quickly and the harvest 
can finally be finished before any more damaging weather arrives.  A freeze was reported in West 
Australia last week, and reports from the country indicate that up to 15% of the crop was lost.  There is 
still a lot of Wheat in the world, but there is a little less now.  Prices can probably hold at firmer levels 
for now, and futures could have made an important bottom on the charts. 

 

Weekly Chicago Wheat Futures    
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Weekly Kansas City Wheat Futures 

 

 

Weekly Minneapolis Wheat Futures 
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Corn:  Corn closed lower for the week.  However, the weekly charts still show the chance for prices to 

work higher over time.  It appears that most traders were not real willing to put on new positions with 

the US presidential elections on Tuesday and the USDA production and supply and demand reports on 

Wednesday as both could create big moves in the market.  The harvest will start to wrap up in many 

areas over the next couple of weeks and US producers have not been selling.  They are holding the 

Corn and selling other crops.  Even so, basis levels have held mostly stable as questions appear about 

demand.  Ethanol demand could take a hit as world petroleum prices have been under pressure.  

Overall world demand could be cut.  The US will still be the major exporter of ethanol due to price as 

prices for Sugar based ethanol remain higher.  US export demand for Corn was very strong last week.  

Export demand should remain relatively strong as Ukraine remains the only real competitor for Corn 

sales.  There is a significant amount of Feed Wheat that is also competing for feed sales, but that 

market appears mostly quiet at this time.  USDA will issue its next round of production and supply and 

demand reports on Wednesday.  Most traders expect a small reduction in yields, but still very big 

production.  Ending stocks estimates are expected to remain relatively high.  Any moves lower in the 

next couple of weeks should present buying chances as the harvest winds to a finish.  The lack of 

selling by producers in cash markets could spark a rally once the harvest is done and supplies available 

to the market become even less.   

 

Weekly Corn Futures:      
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Weekly Oats Futures 

 

  

Soybeans and Soybean Meal:  Soybeans and Soybean Meal were lower last week as the market started 

to get ready for some major events that will happen this week.  The presidential election on Tuesday 

and the USDA production and supply and demand reports on Wednesday are causing many to even up 

market positions.  No one wants to get caught on the wrong side of a major move that could happen in 

response to either or both events.  The US harvest is starting to wrap up now and yield reports from 

many producers have been outstanding.  Just about everyone assumes that USDA will be forced to 

increase production estimates, and most look for plenty of supply to go against the outstanding 

demand seen so far this market year.  US producers have been selling Soybeans this year as current 

prices are returning better than profits Corn.  However, sales should tail off once the harvest finishes 

up and a post harvest rally should then come due to the great demand.  The market is watching South 

America as well.  Basis levels there remain very high as there is really nothing for sale.  Planting is 

active now in the northern half of Brazil.  Planting got off to a slow start, but has been rapid lately and 

overall progress is now ahead of normal.  It remains too wet in southern Brazil and northern Argentina 

for much progress to be made.   
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Weekly Chicago Soybeans Futures: 

 

 

 

Weekly Chicago Soybean Meal Futures 
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Rice:  World markets were mostly soft last week.  Southeast Asian prices were sideways to weaker, and 

southern Asian markets were also unchanged to lower.  US markets were weaker.  US futures moved 

back closer to the contract lows at midweek, but there was no real news.  The harvest is all but over, 

with some second crop in Gulf coastal areas and some main crop in California left to go.  The overall 

quality of the US crop is acceptable, but not much better than that.  It has graded well enough, but 

milling yields have been disappointing.  US export demand remains solid for Rough Rice into Latin 

America.  Export demand for US milled Rice has been nonexistent and this has been the main reason 

for the price weakness.  Domestic milled demand has been solid.  USDA will issue its next round of 

production and supply and demand reports, and bearish data is expected.  Production could drop, but 

demand h=for milled Rice has been weak enough that demand estimates could be bearish.  Prices in 

Thailand and in the smaller exporters in Southeast Asia were weaker last week.  Thailand is still 

thought to have a lot of Rice to sell, although there are differing reports on the quality of that Rice.  

Reports indicate that a significant percentage of the stored rice has gone out of condition and is not 

usable for human consumption.  The Thai new crop is being harvest now.  Prices have been more stable 

in Vietnam and India.  Vietnam is still filling Philippine demand, and India is still; feeling government 

buying for its domestic support programs for the poor.  There was no real demand news reported in 

Asia last week.  The FAO Rice price index dropped 2% last month.  Most of the weakness was in the 

Japonica index that dropped about 3% as other parts of the index remains more stable. 

       

Weekly Chicago Rice Futures 
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Palm Oil and Vegetable Oils:  Palm Oil closed lower as traders around the world started to get ready for 

the US presidential elections and also the USDA and MPOB reports that will be released this week.  The 

trade remains concerned about the potential for reduced production.  Reports indicate that the 

production inside Malaysia and Indonesia has not recovered as well as expected.  The rains have been 

good, but the response to the rains by the trees has not been as had been expected.  Traditional 

demand has been less than expected and could keep the ending stocks estimates higher despite ideas 

of reduced production.  The price spread between Palm Oil and Soybean Oil continues to favor Soybean 

Oil, and Soybean Oil has seen better demand at the expense of Palm Oil.  Weaker Crude Oil and 

petroleum prices hurt ideas of bio fuels demand.  Malaysia announced once again its bio fuels program 

and the program should support strong increases in Palm Oil demand in the future, but not right away.  

It will take some time for the new regulations to take effect.  Canola prices have been very strong as 

well, but start to turn weaker last week.  The weather has been poor for harvest in Canada for the last 

couple of weeks as the Prairies have seen some rain and snow.  Many farmers have been unable to 

harvest until now, and it is possible that some of the Canola will not be harvested before Winter now.  

As much as 20% of the crop has not been harvested yet.  Forecasts now call for drier weather this week 

and it is hoped that farmers will finally be able to get the last of the harvest done in the next couple of 

weeks.  Farmers appear willing to sell at current levels in Canada as prices are as high as they have 

been since late May.  Canola futures are now near some important resistance areas on the weekly 

charts.  Vegetable oils markets in general and Palm Oil in particular look to remain strong as the world 

demand holds strong.       

 

 

Weekly Malaysian Palm Oil Futures:  
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Weekly Chicago Soybean Oil Futures 

 

 

Weekly Canola Futures: 
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Cotton:  Futures in the US were lower.  There was little interest in starting new positions before the US 

presidential elections tomorrow and the USDA production and supply and demand reports on 

Wednesday.  USDA could cut overall US production slightly due to the losses in the Southeast from 

Hurricane Matthew.  Yields and production potential in other areas could be slightly higher to offset 

the storm losses.  USDA should show strong demand potential and should keep ending stockls estimates 

sideways to lower.  The charts show that futures faded from a strong test of resistance areas and it is 

most likely now that futures are in a trading range.  It might be hard for the market to rally 

significantly for the next couple of weeks due to the active harvest.  The harvest is continuing 

throughout the southern parts of the US, but still has a long way to go.  Current weather forecasts call 

for warm and dry conditions in production areas that should be good for crop maturation and harvest 

activities.  There were some showers in West Texas over the weekend, and more are possible early this 

week to keep harvest activities there slower than desired.  The classing data provided by USDA shows 

that the quality of the crop harvested so far is improving after a weak start.  The quality should 

continue to improve as the harvest expands as conditions in most areas have been very good.  Demand 

for US Cotton should remain relatively strong as the US has Cotton available.  This is true despite a 

weak export sales report last week.  India has had a better crop so far this year and is harvesting.  

Prices should start to drop now as the new Cotton starts to hit the market.  The monsoon has receded, 

so harvest should be very active.    

 

Weekly US Cotton Futures 

 

 

Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice and Citrus:  Futures were higher again as traders expect USDA to 

report a very short orange crop on Wednesday.  The daily and weekly charts now show that futures can 

continue to move significantly higher.  The weather in Florida looks calm and mostly dry, which will be 

good for crop maturation and initial harvesting.  The harvest is underway for the fresh market with the 

holidays not all that far away.  Fruit is turning color in some groves, so the fruit is getting mature.  

Fruit size is reported to be uneven from multiple flowerings this year.  Acid content is expected to be 
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strong as the dry weather should keep water in the fruit to a minimum.  Brazil saw more rains in Sao 

Paulo last week, and flowering should be continuing under good conditions.  The overall tone of the 

market remains very strong as the theme of reduced production and supplies due to crop losses caused 

by the greening disease continues to be the overriding factor in the market.       

 

Weekly FCOJ Futures 

 

 

Coffee:  Prices were higher again last week, with Robusta prices once again leading the way.  New York 

futures moved above $1.70 per pound and made new highs for the move.  Buying interest from roasters 

was solid until Friday, when most retreated due to the big rally.  Many participants will be in Costa 

Rica next week for an industry convention.  The main story remains in the Robusta market, and 

especially with the Brazilian Robusta market.  Robusta production there is so short that Robusta prices 

are now higher than Arabica in the local market.  There have been reports of good rains in Minas, and 

increased rains in the short term have improved flowering and production potential for Arabica.  

However, it is the second year of the production cycle and less production is expected either way.  The 

need to keep Arabica at home for domestic blends is expected to cut the offer volume from Brazil in 

the short term.  There is still Coffee in the cash market.  Differentials for the crop are starting to 

weaken also as the new crop with fresh beans comes closer to harvest.  Increasing buying interest is 

seen for the next crop, and offers are increasing as well.  Southeast Asian growing conditions are 

variable, but appear to be improved in Vietnam.  Producers have been quiet in the last couple of weeks.  

Conditions have not been as good in Indonesia due to too much rain at harvest time.     
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Weekly New York Arabica Coffee Futures 

 

 

 

Weekly London Robusta Coffee Futures 
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Weekly Sao Paulo Coffee Futures: 

 

 

Sugar:  Futures closed lower last week, and the trends have turned down on the weekly charts.  Some 

long liquidation is possible over the next couple of weeks as the market pauses and refreshes.  The 

funds are holding big long positions and will need an extended period to reduce the exposure.  Demand 

news over the last few weeks has been bearish for futures prices.  China is the world’s largest importer 

of Sugar, but could import significantly less for the future as it starts to liquidate massive supplies in 

government storage by selling them into the local cash market.   A smaller crop than expected for 

Brazil is possible as rains in the center south region have been uneven so far this year.  Current rainfall 

amounts have been high in many areas recently.  There could be smaller crops coming from India and 

Thailand due to uneven monsoon rainfall in Sugar areas in both countries.  The monsoon has now 

withdrawn and dry conditions will help crop maturity and harvesting.  The weather in other Latin 

American countries appears to be mostly good as rains remain sufficient.    
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Weekly New York World Raw Sugar Futures 

 

 

Weekly London White Sugar Futures 
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Cocoa:  Futures markets were sharply lower and made new lows for the move.  Trends are down in 

both New York and London.  Overall price action remains weak and it is possible that prices will fall 

more in the next couple of months.  The next production cycle still appears to be bigger as the growing 

conditions around the world are generally improved.  West Africa has seen much better rains this year 

and alternating warm and dry weather with the rains.  There have been some reports of disease to 

crops in the wetter areas, but so far there is not a lot of market concern.  Bigger production is 

expected this year in all countries.  Ivory Coast expects to produce 1.7 million tons this year.  Ghana 

said it bought 200,000 tons of Cocoa from its producers last month as that country tries to rebound 

from a couple of years of disappointing production.  East Africa is getting enough rain now, and overall 

production conditions are now called good.  Good conditions are still being reported in Southeast Asia.   

 

Weekly New York Cocoa Futures 
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Weekly London Cocoa Futures 

 

 

Dairy and Meat:  Dairy markets were higher last week.  World markets were most positive as the Global 
Dairy Auction showed a recovery in prices.  US prices are higher on good domestic demand.  Butter and 
cheese demand is improving from wholesalers and retailers as both start to prepare for the holiday sea-
son.  Raw milk demand has also been stronger.  Inventories are appear mostly good for butter, but are 
getting tight for cheese.  Some manufacturers are having trouble sourcing milk, but milk production is 
generally strong due to the mild temperatures seen in much of the US.  Dried products prices are mixed.  
Whey prices are strongest, and whole milk prices are good.  NDM prices are weak.  The Global Dairy 
Auction featured stronger prices.  Whole Milk Powder showed the strongest increase and was 19.8% 
higher.  Butter was higher and cheese was marginally higher.  Dried products were mixed. 
 
US cattle and beef prices were higher last week in reaction to reports of higher beef prices and in re-
sponse to higher prices paid in cattle markets the previous week.  Cash cattle markets traded at steady 
prices at the end of last week and in light volumes.  Some disappointed selling was seen on Friday.  The 
charts show that market tested and then fell back from some stronger resistance areas.  However, it 
appears that prices have found lows,, and these could be important lows as the prospect of lower pro-
duction next year comes more into focus.  The recent Cattle on Feed report showed that potential, and 
also showed that producers are willing to keep cattle on grass due to the weak overall price structure.  
Demand is starting to improve overall as the wholesale market starts to look past Thanksgiving.  Austral-
ia has less to offer and very high prices.  Herd culling has slackened in both Australia and New Zealand.  
Pasture conditions in both countries is better than a year ago. 
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Pork markets have been firm.  The cash market has also turned firmer, but fell back late last week and 
took futures with it.  Pork demand has been relatively weak as consumers and exporters have looked to 
buy other meats and have been content to watch pork prices fall.  There has been a lot of featuring in 
supermarkets in the US in an effort to stimulate demand, and it is starting to work as the pork cash mar-
ket has improved in volume and somewhat in price.  US export demand should start to improve on the 
lower prices.  The charts that the market could develop a sideways trend for the short term or even turn 
higher for a short term rally as it appears very oversold.   
 

Weekly Chicago Class 3 Milk Futures 
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Weekly Chicago Cheese Futures 

 

 

Weekly Chicago Butter Futures 
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Weekly Chicago Live Cattle Futures: 

 

 

Weekly Feeder Cattle Futures: 
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Weekly Chicago Lean Hog Futures: 
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